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Genetic Variation
An Emmonmental Investigation
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JAN MATER

Genetic Variation introduces children to some possible ex-

planations for diversity in the biological world. As an outgrowth
of the activities in this unit, the students will be ableand
should be encouraged to develop their own explanations for

this diversity.
Your role will be to guide the students' reasoning, when

necessary. and to provide a classroom climate which is condu-
cive to student speculation. In fact, a major emphasis fly Jugh-

out the unit is speculation, because many of the questions the
students explore have no answers which are aL.eed on by every-

one in the scientific community.
Although Genetic Variation might be- considered a science

unit. many of the activities relate to problems in social studies,
while others would be appropriate for use in a mathematics cur-
riculum. The possibilities are limited only by your imagination
and interest. Everything in our environment relates to every-
thing else. and the activities of this unit are no exception.
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INTRODUCTION

In the ea ly 5t7ctions of Genetic Variation, the students will study them-
selves and their peers. They will do this while colleetirr data on a single
population variation one's tongue-rolling ability. The later sections of this
unit deal with the variation in the physical properties of several seed popu-

t ions. And. in the fina; section. the students will consolidate their data by
generalizing about their experiences in the unit.

Instead of tying all the ideas together for them with a summary state-
ment, let the students make their own conclusions at their own pace. The

sto!y, Johannson and the Bean Seeds," will provide a final opportunity for
speculation. Although written in a light tone, the story is intended to offer
data for discussion in a context which the students will understand.

A minimum of three weeks should be spent to cover the material in this
unit. (This time estimate assumes that an a ierape of ninety minutes per

week will be devoted to the activities.) As you read through this unit, though,

try to envision some cross-curriculum applicat;ons of the activities, and,
where appropriate, point these out to the students. The unit co:aid be a
!aunching pad for investigations and discoveries in many other fields
because all things vary, and everything relates.

grid paper
pan balances
centimei,?r rulers
field coin (1 lb.)
Great Northern heans,

number one and number
two grades (1 lb. each)

MATERIALS

limo beans (1 lb.)
pinto beans (1 lb.)
red kidney beans (1 lb.)
dried peas, unsplit (1 lb.)
castor beans (1 lb.)
any other dried vegetables (1 lb. each)
paper sacks (1 dozen)

6 3



Genetic Variation

Human Populations
sti;;-lent in ,'(-)(.t !4:: different from every

other They h,)', I fferet personalities: thiy
VIP'. ,n+id:7,,en.si, and they preent a variety at

d:FAzibutecl over a wide
it d.7,es not make sense to speak of

3 "tp:;1! It Can make sense' to speak of a
,11 group of children,

But how does one describe a group of dissimilar
individuals? Scientists have been concerned with
this question for a long time, because no two speci-
mens they find and no two measurements they make
are completely alike All things exhibit variation.
Of course, it the differences are very small, such as
those among grains of rice in a bowl. it is easy to
ignore the differences altogether and think that the
grains are really alike. But even the smallest differ-
ences can he examined closely. The variations that
are found may reveal unsuspected and important
information,

4

lrt sole;ting a ,roue of dissimilar individuals for
dy, one usuniii has in mind some things the in

dividuals have in c7mmon. All the students in your
class are at the same grade level, for example, and
all the grains in the bowl were rice grains. Once this
is recogni:ed, one can turn to the differences among
the members of a group. or, more specifically, the
traits which show variation. It is easy to describe a
trait which varies within a group. For example, if the
students' height is of interest, simply list the height
measurement of each student: that list will consti-
tute a description of the varying trait. If the weight
of the trains of rice is of interest. give the weight of
each grain. In eerier:II then, to describe a trait which
varies among rnt.eber,-, of a group. list the measure
of that trait for each individual in the group. Since
the group consists Of individuals. the description
of the group is the description of all thu? individuals
in it.

Here. for instance, is a table of data for a first
grade class:

Name Sex
No, in
Family

Height
(inches)

Weight Birth
(pounds) (month)

John M 2 46 48 Apr,
Mary F. F 1 40 41 Jun,
James M 3 45 46 Oct.
Richard M 2 44 48 Jun.
Joan F 2 41 40 Mar.
Alice F 1 51 54 Aug.
Frances F 3 46 49 Feb.
Kevin M 6 47 42 Mar.
Tom S. M 2 49 47 Oct.
Linda F 1 42 40 Apr.
Barbara F 4 42 46 Jan
Ruth F 3 50 53 Jul.
David M 1 41 41 Feb.
Mary P. F 2 50 51 Apr.
Tom A. M 2 46 48 Dec.
Robert M 3 43 45 Apr.
Michael M 1 47 46 Mar.
Martha F 3 46 45 Mar.
Peter M 4 52 51 Jan.
Betsy F 2 46 53 Oct,

There may be circumstances under which it would
be important to know if this class is "typical"does
it show variation typical of a first grade class? There
are ten boys and ten girls. As far as sex distribution



!h.t, , 11n,lor farili1V c:70.
there ar. are from fami-
lies .ith t:o ari, from 1:amilies with
throe from Aith four, and one is
horn a ;.ith so, children. To find whether this
d:strib:&c,n is "twical", one has to consult rensus
cl,,Ita for a lar,-,,'r rori:lat:on Note that in making
these summaries .,.e h7o.1- merely counted the Sill-
dnnts in each atei.,-;on,_ disregarding the names of
the ch;!dren and all their other characteristics. This
is the simplest kind of analysis, The results can be
displayed in histograms graphs with a cross drawn
for each child,

z
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CHILDREN IN FAMILY

The height and weight data can be treated in the
same way.
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This graph does not give a very complete picture,
however, because the weights of the children are so

varied, makinr, ,-,eneoli.7ations difficult It is helpful
in such a case to hoose the , itieS in a
range of sPN,,r,r31 pounds. For instance. 43-15 pounds
could be used as a category along one axis. For this
sample. the results cluster in the intervals from 40-
42 pounds and 46.48 pounds.
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Charles Darwin's study o; variation in plants and
animals led him to propose the mechanism of na-
tural selection to account for the evolution and
origin of species. This theory proposes that the vari-
ation of characteristics within one species living in
a particular environment will allow some individuals
in that species to survive better and reproduce more
than other individuals of that species. But those
other, less suited individuals may be more effectively
adapted to life in an environment different from the
o .e they are living in. If a change occurs, altering
conditions of the first environment so that the new
conditions are more favorable to the previously less-
suited individuals, then that portion of the popula-
tion that was originally doing well will probably have
to alter and become more like the newly flourishing
individuals. In succeeding generations. more and
more of the animals or plants will exhibit the traits
which became advantageous to living in their en-
vironment. Eventually the "typical" member of the
species may be quite different from the "typical"
member of the species before the environmental
change. One can say, therefore, that variation is the
"raw material" of evolution-- the selection process
operates on a population of differing organisms.
Variation is, therefore, a very significant property of
populations:*

'Parts of this ha,ie 1.),'eri reprinted with permission from
Variation and Moasarement 7 oacher's Manual mitten and
published by the Science Curriculum Impro.ement Study.
Berkeley, Copyright 1964 by the Regents of the University

Coltfornia.
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I. Variability in Physical Characteristics
A. Variation among Class Members

h)-.ki hThdts ill thecs e
!,. 4"tokir This

r is', or n1 thr. indivittlials in
tho 0,tr plard

!lio'k:n,: (.1r

-h t11,,, lho ('t loct nt this
i . li;1..1) maid

.t !,) hart: ::rants) by
tit''' the priical char.

A ,'lister`. port,(-11 In 1)1,1, me the
th0 k.!(isiont,, h. .VA are of some Of

!ho physs,,i1 s,,ir:,Itsillo,%h!,-.1) i xists among the
1 .:0(1,''fk, thiS ;*iriflt obviOus

It) to tho studontc. but they may
never ha0 .1.s.-u--ed it in a formal sense. The

4or 11, St( je.t1t5 i't3St) IS that no
indrcitia! h rS po(isir !hr., same characteristic's

.inyer)(, c!So This concept is applicable to every
species rite ;moot mice. t.)r oak tree.

Desrribov a croup is an arth.=ity similar to that
indivAiials. but the description must

he Si iffi: iert1, ,'r'neiiI inCluie 311 the individuals
in the senora Th's is not an easy task since each
charr ter,,st:. hmsen wi;I he represented by a
range of values. rather than by a single value Thus,
if the clay; di,-.(ribecl height. each :ndividual'S
height ....wild have to be given. The description of a
gr9up must t,e the ption kill flu' ndivid,,als
in it.

Ask the students to begin their group description
with these Rieas in mind. Restrict the descriptions
to observable phyaical characteristics. avoiding, for
example. intelligence or personality. Height, weight,
shoe si7e, Mir color and texture, and eye color are
some of the traits which can be described.

The class may construct a chart like the ones on
page 5 listing the characteristics and the values
found for each studei.t. Most of the students will
know their approximate height and weight. If they
are unsure. tile' can take measurements or they
may check with the office or nurse to obtain the
information.

When the charts are complete, you will want to
discuss them with the class.

ASK THE STUDENTS
What do the charts seem to reveal about the

class? For the characteristics chosen, are :ny two
students exactly alike?

Through discussion. it should become obvious that
all children are not identical. even though they may
have similar characteristics. Even identical twins,
while sharing many traits, are not exactly alike.

6

lll

Most of the characteristics described by the class
will not be permanent characteristicsin other
words. they will change with age. Normally, varia-
tier) within a species is studied only in a mature
population. Since it would be unreasonable to ex-
pect students to gather sufficient data on variation
in mature human populations, they will have to
pursue their study of continuous variation in the
second major section of this unit, 'Seed Popula-
tions," by substituting seeds for people.

B. Variation in the Ability to Roll C e's Tongue

The characteristics examined so far are variable
over a rather wide range of values, as the class
charts indicate. To provide contrast, the students
will now examine tongue rolling.---a characteristic
which does not range in value, but is either present
or absent in the population. The mechanism of in-
heritance of this trait is less complex than tlose
previously examined. The appearance of this trait
is determined by the presence of a single dominant
gene rather than by many genes.

The tongue is roiled lengthwise, with the sides turning
upward



Students 4.11 find they are either capable of roll-
ing their tongues or incapable of doing it. There is
no intermediate ability. and it cannot be learned
through p;actice. (Note: Physical characteristics
lacking measurable intermediate values seem to
be the exception rather than the rule in terms of

biological variation. The reason for devoting time to
studying one of these traits is simply to provide
contrast for other investigations. The significance
of this contrast will he further developed in later
sections of this unit.)

Start this by asking how many class
members are able to roll their tongues. Some will
know what you mean immediately. others will need
a demonstration, If you cannot do it, ask a student
who can to demonstrate. Some students may have
difficulty in rolling their tongues. These children
are probably the ones who are unable to move the
proper Mt1SrIPS

Allow the class a sufficient amount of time for
experimentation: then count the number of children
who ran roll their tongues If some of the students
who are unable to roll their tongues feel that prac-
tice will help, let them do so for a while, You may
have to tell them that practice will not affect their
performance.

Discuss with them the possibility of conducting a
school-wide survey to discover something about the
occurrence of tongue rolling among the rest of the
students.

ASK THE STUDENTS:
What might be learned if such a survey were to

be conducted? How many students will be able to
roll their tongues? Of what value might it be to collect
additional data? Have any of you conducted sur-
veys before? Are you familiar with any of the na-

tional surveys and polls? If so, what do you think
snch canvasses accomplish and how are they made?

IL Taking the School Survey
In taking a school survey, ask the cooperation

of the other teachers and of your principal, Select a
specific time so that the students do not cause any
interruptions. Developing specific procedures for
the survey-takers will minimize the amount of time
spent in each class.

Surveys are a means of sampling the population.
There are rather firm mathematical procedures for
selecting a sample to insure its randori attire, but
vol. shouldn't expect your class to use these tech-
niques. You may wish, however, to discuss some cr.
the reasons for systematic rather than haphazard
sampling. For the purpose of this survey, your class
is the sample and the school is the population.
Additional ideas of samples and populations will be
discussed later in the unit.

Before beginning the survey, you might want to
ask the students to predict what their findings will
be. They can use the findings of their own class as
a basis for their predictions. After the completion
of the survey, compare the class predictions with
the data they've gathered. This wou:d be a good

time to discuss the validity of using the class as a
sample of the school population.

It is advisable for the students to keep reco'ds
of the information they collect. Encourage them to
make notebooks and enter all data in them. Record-
keeping is z,s much a part of the process of science
as is experimentation or measurement. Accuracy is
also important. If information is recorded correctly,
fewer arguments will result when it is discussed,
Talk with the students about these ideas. It is im-
portant that they perceive record-keeping as a very
significant part of these environmental activities.

A. The Survey

Before the students determine how they will con-
duct their survey, they will need to understand
something about populations and samples. You can
begin this section by asking them if they think
there will be as many people in each class surveyed
who are able to roll their tongues as there are in
their own class. After a brief discussion of this
question, ask them to consider:

if you were to conduct a survey to determine the
height of the average American adult male, which of
the following groups would you choose for your
survey and why?

1. Basketball players
2. Your own fathers
3. Jockeys

10 7



Thyouoi ,; . s.,on. istats,11,,h this idea that
wither has'Ketts her to, ke:s, ail it to

oe try., ,,s( p;ilation. Or i`.ttll111

Oil tilt' alei`tat:t., tat tailCr than most men The °they
is much 7hort:.sis While these groups are s,,,;31npicl,
of the populatisn. tiev are inadequate for sur..e,,
purpose ti Sinst. they !epresent the extremes. Fathers
are probablv the, ynot representative of th,., three
Could all thyers gtoups he used for certain tyoos
of surveys?

Relate these ideas to the survey the class is about
to conduct. The students have already made a sur-
vey of their o.vn class. It they think of their own
class as a sample, and if. as a group. they are
representative o; the school population, ask what
results they coup expect to obtain through the
school survey? This is a good time to nave each
student make his Prediction of the results anc
record it in his notebook. Now return to a con-
sideration of the survey.

The students must !irst determine it they wish
to poll the entire school.

ASK THE STUDENTS:
What are some of the problems you will face in

making a poll of the entire school? How will you
collect your information? Coald you develop some
kind of chart or survey form so that each student

8

involved in collecting data does so in an orderly
fashion? How will you approach teachers and enter
their classrooms in a way which will not be disrup-
tive? Should you first speak with the principal?

The class should consider MI of these questions
before they begin. School poky must be checked,
especially if the students are to proceed unaccom-
pan:ed throughout the school.

Developing the survey form should not be diffi-
cult. There must be a place on the form for each
student poll( d. A separate form for each class in
the school can be prepared and distributed to your
students, who, in turn, can take one form around to
each class to be surveyed. The survey form for each
class needs only basic information:
(Note: Below are sample survey forms. Blank copies
are provided in the blck of the book so that you can
duplicate them for your students.)

When the survey is completed, the results should
be tallied and discussed in class.

8. Discussion

After the whole school has been surveyed, and
results tabulated, examine these results with the
class. How many students could roll their tongues?
How many could not? It would be helpful if the



clay; cetild the dAta into percentages, Re-
sults t'xptossk.d ass ref, e,taos will enable them to
more easilti compare class results with those of
the entire school. Percentages could th he put
into graph form

One source of information states that 7 ou! of 10
people are able to roll their tongues, ur. 70'0 of the
total world population If the class is a representa-
tive sample of the population then, approximitely
70°0 shoulo be able to roll their tongues.

ASK THE STUDENTS
How did the class predictions compare with the

actual results of the survey? Was our own eass a
representative sample of the school population?
Were any classes found to be more representative
than others? Was the total school population any
more representative of the total world population
than our class was? Why?

Developing Hereditary Patterns
The children have compared and discussed the

incidence of tongue-rolling among themselves and
throughout the school. In this section they will
gather additional data at home. Parents, brothers,
sisters, and grandparents if possible, will be sur-
veyed, and family "trees- or pedigrees will be con-
structed to discover something of the inheritance
pattern of the trait. The more complete the informa-
tion each child is able to gather about his family,
the easier it will be to understand why he himself
does or does not exhibit the tongue-rolling trait.

The point of the section is to uncover the notion
that characteristics are inherited rather than to de-
velop a detailed genetic theory of inheritance. While
the class will work with some simplified techniques
for depicting possible means of inheriting the trait,
these methods should not be stressed at this time.

If the students have worked with matrices in
mathematics. they should be familiar with the use
of grids. A g' d is a useful device for showing po
sible types ut inheritance. A sample follows.

One important point to emphasite is that each
Parent contributes ono gene Or e;?ch character-
istic to earl) tt.',1t)(7 The contributing genes in
the 1 ,11' of tonr,ue rotting may he pith., dominant
(T1 or recessive (ft it there is one large T gene, it
will control the manife:tation of the trait. That is.
wInle the offspring may have both a large and
small T. as in the case above. they will still be able
lc 'nit their terim,s heraw,e the large T will dorm.
nate the small one. This explains why large I has
been termed "dominant" it dominates small t. As
can be seen in the grid, the mother has only re
ressive genes for tongue rolling. She !as no domi-
nant tongue-rolling genes, and she cannot, there-
fore. roll her tongue. The father can roll his tongue
and contributes only dominant genes. Therefore.
all of the children can roll their tongues (each
possesses a dominant gene).

Suppose one of the children. a "It," married
someone who could not roll his or her tongue. The
grid depicting the cross between these two would
be:

In this instance, two of the offspring are tongue
rollers, two are not. This is a one-to-one (1:1) ratio.
Should one of the children, a Tt, marry another It,
the odds would be that three offspring would be
rollers and one would not. yielding a three to one
ratio:

12
9



pt c; etini, ends show three of five pos-
sible t rtes , :'ti or laatinns illustrating the inheri-
tance of the tongue rolling trait. But much of the
Aorkings of the actual process of inheritance has
been left unsaid. In the first piece. not all families
produce tour offspring Even if each did, it is pos-
sible that not all theoretical types would appear.
For example. in the case of the last cross (Tt with
Tt) four children might be produced, all of whom
could roll their tongues. The theoretical cross, a
three to one ratio. merely states that for every four
children produced the possibility is that three will
be rollers. and one will not. Taking this further, six
out of eight children should be rollers in such a
cross. But, if the first four children born were
rollers, the three to one ratio would not appear to
hold. It might take twelve or sixteen children before
the ratio appeared to take hold.

Inheritance is rarely so simple a matter as
straight dominance versus recessiveness. In some
cases a "dominant- gene appearing with a reces-
sive for a particular trait will "combine" with the
iccessive to produce an intermediate type. But this
situation. which is referred to as incomplete dorni-
nan.;e, does not arise with tongue rolling.

By necesso this discussion has been brief. (Refer
to the bibliography for a more thorough treatment
of the of simpla Mendelian inheritance.)
But wslv.t has been discussed may be related to
the family trees the children will make. It is pos-
sible to theorize about the genes of the parents and
the children and to construct grids to illustrate the
pattern in a single family. Children may infer from
pedigree patterns who has what genes.

These activities should be interesting to the class
because they deal with something about the stu-
dents themselves. The extent to which you pursue
the grid activities will depend upon the students'
interest and understanding. Rather than stressing
the science of genetics, you should emphasize the
fact that characteristics are inherited. Something of
how this occurs can be learned through constructing
a pattern of inheritancethe family "tree."

Encourage the students to seek their own an-
swers to the discussion questions, providing only
information you are certain they cannot possibly
have ge'ned through past experience.

A. The Family Trees

Each student should first ask his parents if they
are able to roil their tongues. Then brothers and
sisters should be included. If your students can
question their uncles, aunts, or grandparents this
also would be helpful.

When each class member has the information, he
may begin to construct his family tree or ancestry.

10

Below is an example of one such possible tree,
with grandparents and uncles from one side of the
family also shown.

First Step

Grandparents

Uncles

0
ill Parents

bl
The circles represent women, the squares men,

the darkened symbols indicate tongue rollers and
the undarkened indicate non-rollers. The symbols
are those conventionally employed by geneticists,
but you might want to recommend others to the
students. This "tree" depicts three generations.
Most of the family members can roll their tongues,
but two cannot.

When each member completes his chart as best
he can, display it for the entire class. Are there any
families with all members unable to roll their
tongues? Or are there any in which every individual
can do it? These are the two extremes. It is more
likely that a mixture IA oe found within most
families.

Ask the students if tongue rolling among class
members seems to depend on whether or not the
parents are able to roll their tongues. It may take
some further discussion in order for the students
to agree yriong themselves that "yes" is the answer.
Since this is so, something must be passed from
parent to child which determines the child's
characteristics.

How does each child explain the differences
among the children in his family? In other words,
how does he explain that he might be able to roll
his tongue, but his brother cannot? If both parents
exhibit the tongue rolling trait, does it follow that
all the children will exhibit it? Here, the answer
should be "no." How can students account for the
variations? Ask them if it is possible that something
is happening which is, in effect, unseen?

Select a single ancestry or line of ancestors of
one student to illustrate a discussion of this last

13



qu.-,!:on wani the students to begin to
,w,,r h0'' A red ,eme et the types
,-reate ratter n In order to make such inter-
tn,-0, vyill need to know some of the back-

.nform,Then presented earlier in this section.
The 'st;idents will especially need to be aware that
the trait cit tongue rolling ability is dominant and
that th:s dominance is represented by a capital T.
Begin b, selecting. as a discussion example. an
ancestr In Nhich one parent cannot roll his tongue.
Ltsn2, the symbols von have developed, draw the
parental condition on the board.

Above each symbol, describe the trait of each
parent as follows' male, "Tongue does roll" (use a
capital Ti: female, `tongue does not roll" (t).

Tongue' (nIne) does roll tongue (female) does
not roll

Then, suggest to the class that instead of writing
this information out. there may be a simpler way to
represent the data Eras.? the descriptions and re-
place them with a capital T and a small t to indi-
cate the condition. Make sure that eaco student
understands the meaning of the new symbols.

T

Refer back to the idea of parents "passing on"
something to the children. Allow T and t to stand
for that "unseen something" which is transinitted.
In other words, the father (T) can roll his tongue
and the mother (t) cannot, and they have a child
(the student) who receives one gene from each
parent. What would the child of these parents re-
ceive? Hopefully the children will respond with
"both T and t." (Remember, the picture is not com-
plete as yet.) Now, if this is the case, ask if this
child would be able to roll his tongue. If some say
yes, inquire why they think so.

The proof. of course, resides with the child whose
pedigree s under discussion. Suppose that that
child cannot roil his tongue or perhaps a trother
or sister cannot. while one the siblings can. This
would appear to contradict the above reasoning.
Re-examine the pedigree and assign initials to it
as follo.vs. (assuming there are three children in
the family):

14

11111---

Tt It
Ht , , only two out of three children exhibit the

trait. How can this be explained? Two letters are
assigned to the r,:hddren, but only one to each
parent, Ask it -,here might be something not in
chided as yet which ought to he considered. How
can two letters be assigned to parents with some
certainty that they are the correct two?

First, observe the mother. Ask if it is possible for
her to "care:" a large T but still not be able to roll
her tenrue This cannot be the case, because when-
ever the large T appears. the individual can roll
his tongue, Ask then what the only alternative
would be, '-lopefully. the students will realize that
there must be two small t's, The father's type pre-
s,?nts a mote complicated situation. At this point
you may with to introduce the gr d and indicate
how it can be of use.

The class can be certain of the mother's type and
of the type of the three offspring. Complete the
grid for the known types, explaining how it is done.

11



It tee tviothe tt and she cannot roil her
to!vu. 1..) one .1! the offspring must also be tt
because one of them, according to the pedigree,
cannot oll Ask: From whom does this other

t co. 1107 Card I :t h., that the father's type
is Tt. as ale the typos of his Children? Replace the
question mark w.ith a small t, and see what crosses
no: result. TAO of the ciuldren, theoretically.
be tt and unable to roll their tongues. Doe: this

help to eq.)lain the pedigree?
Examine other pedigrees in much the same way

to se:, if the students can arrive at the possible
genetic tvpos of Their parents and themselves.
Some of the students might want to further expand
the information in their line of ancestry charts. The
example helox is a completed version of the chart
on pa;., 10.

tt

B. Discussion

Tt It TT
(or TT) (or TT) (or Tt)

What can now be said of the activities to date?
Review tree following points in discussion:

1. Peop!e can be described in terms of physical
characteristics.
2. If measured, these characteristics are found
to vary from person to person.
3. Some characteristics are either present o'
absent in a population.
4. The population may be surveyed and some
estimate of tile incidence of the characteristics
can he obtained.
5. What is true about the population may not
be true of the sample.
6. Certain characteristics are inherited.
7. it is possible to discover some of the history
of an inherited characteristic through examin-
ing several generations.

The next set of activities will provide the children
with a contrasting situation in whic;i indeterminate
variation is studied.

12

Seed Populations
I. Observing and Measuring

Physical Characteristics of Seeds
So far, students have observed both wide rang-

ing and limited variation in human physical char-
acteristics. Height and weight were examples of
continuous variation, whereas tongue rolling is an
example of limited variationit is a variation found
to be either present or absent in an individual
population. It would seem that the characteristics
having significance in terms of the evolution, of
new plant and animal forms are those which vary
widely rather than those whose variation is limited.

Seeds are chosen for this next study because
they are easily obtainable, exhibit great variation,
and are available in many species.

While there is little comparison between man
and seed, measuring and graphing the heights of a
representative group of adult males will yield about
the same shape graph as that of the weights of a
sample of con) seeds. Both graphs might appear
similar to the one below:

Weight of Seeds or Height of Males

This is a normal or frequency distribution curve.
Its bell shape is the same as a frequency d'stribu-
tion curve of intelligence.

Thus, the objects of study are not important.
What is important is the fact that all biological
species exhibit a similarity in the frequency distri-
bution of certain characteristics.

In beginning this section, the students may be-
come bewildered by v./1M seems to be an abrupt
change of pace. Seeds alight appear to have little to
do with the preceding activities. Explain that you
wish them to describe their seeds much as they de-
scribed themselves in the section "Human Popu-
lations." (You might also tell them that they will
return to their discussion of tongue-rolling after
they have finished with the seed study.)
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DEBT COPY AVAILABLE

.on bn to to ntro-
d,:.--

of cetz:,: and. to inlreduce
tt'. ,t measurement. Before the students
-eeacore tH". examine them for
their rat-i1' r-nr.rertes, The students also
deter, rice .nethcds tor taking these measure-lents,

variation thicor,h the stul,- of

A. Seed Measurements

hand-ul ,J1 seeds to each student.
onc type Per tudern. Ty to avoid distributing more
than three of each variety throughout the

the suit's-rits spread the seeds out on
their di ';i1 cr tables for observation. If the children
haAi slanted desk tops_ suggest that they arrange
the, seeds abo.e a hank edge to prevent them from

i-nto A one of each lnd of
`d to 'ti. leit ;)ne kernel (;I cp,!n. one

of each si7e ref Gieat Neither!) bean. one lima bean,
;Ind have there keep the seeds in a sepaiate

on their de-zk.
To stiiiiainte hseryation. the students may w,tiish

to play a c3e nlar the description game in
the section "Human r :)ulations." On separate
sheets of paper, have .ich student describe his
handful of seeds -,ybOt are all alike. Have the class
write down observable properties. Remind the stu-
dents that the ohiel of the game is to avoid con
fro-ang another person ..'ho 'night road the list or
description. They should strive to write the most
complete description they can for immediate iden-
diation. When they have finished with their de-

scriptiow., ask them to write their names on the
back of their papers and pass them to the front of
the class Then redistribute the lists to the stu-
dents so that no one re'eives his own paper. By
reading the de' criptio they now have, and refer-
ring to their pile of assorted seeds. they should
try to determine Miich seed their sheet describes.
Alter everyone has had time to work on this ques-
tion, each student can check with the person who
wrote the description to see if he was able to de-
termine the seed which the paper really attempted
to describe. You can have several exchanges of this
sort, since there will be a number of different types
of seeds distributed.

After this activity, h student will need to take
-loser look thi, seeds te described onginallv,

ASK THE STUDENTS:
What variations can be observed from one seed to

another within that handful or population? More
specifically, what properties vary? Which of these
are measurable? What are some means of measur-
ing variability?

Measurable properties might be length, width.
weight, thickness. etc. Means of measurement
would include the use of centimeter rulers, pan
balances, and placement on grid paper for measur-
ing length in units other than -entimeters. Addi-
tional means may ho suggested; list them all on
the hoard along' with the identified measurable
properties

The r4'.. may t.
not color is a
but ordinarily dnl,'
will do an adt our! 1,

sion as to whether or
Lible property. It can be.
sophisticated equipment

owever, it the students
wish to devise a fintinuous spectrum. assigning
successive number :. to adjacent colors. they will
be able to establish at ;east one ,arbitrary means
for quantifying color.
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When the lists of proneities and measuring sys-
tems are placed on t le board, have each child
select a property and then devise a means of meas-
uring it, using about 50 of his seeds. The larger
the number of seeds measured, the closer the stu-
dent will come to defining the limits of a single
measurable variable within the population.

Although it is suggested that each student select
his own means of measuring, perhaps you could
encourage the class to use a variety of methods.
Some should weigh the beans, some use rulers,
others might use the grid paper (or anything else
suggested).

B. Discussion

One of the first questions which might be raised
is "Do the seeds vary (in the property measured) or
are they the same?" Often the children do not per-
ceive slight differences as being significant varia-
tions. Ask: Since the seeds within each set measured
are of the same species, should there be any reason
for variation from one seed to another? (If the chil-
dren do not know abou "species," you might want
to supplement this unit with Differences in Living
Things another unit in this series.) If so, how could
the students account for this variation? To answer
this last question, one must consider both environ-
mental and genetic factors. Encourage the children
to speculate about the answer, listing possible sug-
gestions on the board. Can any of the suggestions

14

be readily investigated? Some children will prob-
ably want to plant the seeds to discover, for ex-
ample, if small seeds develop into small plants. and
large seeds into large plants. Encourage any sug-
gestions they have for investigation. These may be
undertaken as time permits.

II. Distribution of Physical Characteristics
of Seeds

In this section the students will develop and use
a histogram for recording and ordering quantitative
data concerning variation. The histogram will show
that measurements or counts are distributed around
the average measurements or counts.

The students will use the data collected in Part I,
"Observing and Measuring Some Physical Charac-
teristics of Seeds" for the construction of the histo-
gram. When the graphs are completed, the students
will compare their results. Through comparisons,
they should be able to generalize about the distri-
bution of variable inherited tr?;ts.

The importance of this distribution is pointed out
by comparing it with the distribution of tongue
rolling within the population. Widely distributed
variability in a trait provides much raw material for
the process of natural selection. For example, the
with variety observed among cultivated roses is a
result of the careful and purposeful selection of
preferred types from a varying natural population.
If ail of the characteristics of a natural population
of ruses had been the same, no selection could
have occurred. In contrast, tongue rolling is roughly
analogous to coin flipping. One can or cannot roll
the tongue; one gets either heads or tails when a
coin is flipped. There is limited variety. As was seen
in Section III of the first part of this unit only one
set :if genes controls tongue rolling, whereas among
roses many genes act to produce variation. You
should ask the students to give some thought to
these ideas at the end of this unit.
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A. Histograms

Distribute several sheets of grid paper to each
student, Have the students examine their seed
measurements and think of some methods for or-
ganizing them, They rniOt order them on the basis
of increasing magnitude of the values. Ask them if
this method of organization makes the data any
more meaningful. What observations can now be
m; ,,le about these measurements?

Some students will observe that measurements
are not all identical. yet there are many which are
the same or at least close in value. Perhaps another
observation might be that there are fewer small
and large values than there are intermediate values.
For example, in a measured sample of lima beans.
three out of the ty-seven were seven units in length:
two were ten units while the remaining thirty-two
ranged in val.ie from seven and one-half to nine
and one-half units.

Suggest that each student exami.'e his data and
report his findings. If a pattern occurs repeatedly
throughout the class, what does this suggest about
variability?

It might be helpful at this point to develop the
histograms. Presumably each student has ordered
his data according to the increasing value of the
measurements. This order may now be transferred
to the grid paper. Below is an example of one type
of histogram representing the length of lima beans
in terms of the arbitrary units by which they were
measured.

The horizontal line is, in reality, a segment of a
nu:nber tine with 1:4 unit intervals. The x's repre-
sc., the number of beans found for each length.
Thole are other types of histograms or techniques
for ,:onstructing them. Perhaps the children have
mace them before but not in the same fashion. Use
your own judgment in selecting the best technique

for your class. The results will be essentially the
same regardless of the met )o i.

After each student comp des his histogram, dis-
play it far the rest of the cla s.

ASK THE STUDENTS:
Is there any similarity among the histograms? (If

so, ask the class to describe that similarity.) Are
graphs of the same kinds of seeds more alike than
graphs of different kinds? How can you account for
the likenesses?

Direct the students' attention to the one thing all
the graphs should have in common. the tendency
for most of the measurements to be distributed
about a central point. Ask them to examine their
histograms and determine the location of the
majority of their measurements. Ask if they are at
either end or if they fall in the middle? Once they
have determined this answer, ask them to suggest
reasons for their obse,vations, Maybe they will say
that most "things" are middle-sized rather than
small or large, If this is the case, are they able to
give additional examples to further qualify that
generalization?

ASK THE STUDENTS:
How about people? Are most of them middle-

sized? Are most of the students in the class middle-
sized for their age? What are some other examples of
the tendency to be middle-sized?

If time permits, you might ask them to measure
the length of their index fingers. Collect the meas-
urements and construct a histogram on the board.
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The length of index fingers is also distributed
normally about a erotral point. There are many
other examples of this type of distribution. See how
many the children are able to suggest before you
proceed further.

Some final questions for the class to conside
rr ;;ht be: Why are there measurable differences
azong seeds which are members of the same popu-
la; ion? How can the students account for the varia-
tion? Of 'vhat importance is the variation?

H. Var'ation and Diversity
In this section. the students will examine the

concept of variation more closely. They should ar-
rive at some cr nclusions as to the biological im-
portance of variation and be reasonably able to
account for biological diversity. This section begins
with a game intended to reveal, through analogy.
something of the process of natural selection.

B. The Game

Pace the varieties of beans. peas, etc., into sep-
ara:. sacks. Distribute the grid paper and write on
the board the ranges previously found, in weight
or length, for each seed variety. Ask the class to
review these ranges and keep in mind some of the
ideas discussed during Section II, "Distribution of
Physic Characteristics of Seeds." Explain that you
are going to give them the opportunity to select one
seed from each sack. gut before selecting. they
are going to predict sornethirg about the physical
properties of that seed. For example, if lima beans
were originally measured on grid riper for length.
the students must predict how many grid units in
length the selected seed might be. Or, if they were
weighed, they must predict how many grams the
selected seed would weigh. (Note: You may find
that some of the seeds of the same variety were
measured for more than one quality. In other words,
one student may have measured length of lima
beans while another student measured weight. You
will probably want to put all a' the histogram data
on the board and let the students choose the prop-
erties they wish to predict.)

Once they understand how the game is played.
they need only refer to the ranges for the particular
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property measured and the units of measure em-
ployed. in order to make a prediction. Have them
write dowi, their predictions first, taking all seed
varieties into consideration. After they have done
this. have each student take one seed out of each
sack and veri'y his prediction by measuring the seed.
Record the r easurement next to the prediction and
compare the result with the actual data recorded
on the histograms.

ASK THE STUDENTS:
How accurate were predictions? On what data

were they based? If there was an exceptional de-
gree of accuracy between prediction and verifica-
tion, how do you account for it? Were most of the
seeds selected found to be "middle-sized"? If so,
why should this be the case?

You want them to be able to state with some cer-
tainty that since most seeds are middle-sized, the
chances of selecting a middle-sized seed is greater
than that for selecting either small or large seeds.
Have them arrive at this conclusion themselves
through discussion.

After tiis discussion, suggest they return the seeds
to the praper bags. Then choose a student to do some
additional selecting. in this case you will want the
entire class to predict how many seeds must be se-
lected in order to get one which falls at one or the
other extreme of a range. It makes no difference
which kind of seed is used here. Be certain that the
student is making a random selection rather than
searching for either a large or a small seed.
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The class should tio,cover that a relatively large
number of seeds must be selected before one of
the extremes is found Not only are the extremes
fewer in number. but the smallest tend to fall to the
bottom of the sack. For this reason, it is a good
idea to shake up the sack and have the student
dig into the seeds rather than select from the top.
You may try this with several students using
different seeds, Ask if the same effect of the small
ones settling to the bottom is observed for all
seeds? If so, ask why this should be true.

To illustrate the importance of variation, prepare
two sacks of seeds. (If time permits, make up addi-
tional sets.) Prepare one sack by selecting only
medium-sized lima beans from a mixed population.
The seeds should be so similar that differences are
not at all apparert. The other sack shout.; contain
a mixed population of lima beans. Be certain the
mixed population contains some very small beans
and some very large ones. You need only use several
handfuls for each sack, since the children will be
asked to put them in order quickly.

Choose two children to order the seeds from each
sack. Have them keep the sets separate. The order-
iag should be from the smallest to largest for each
set. The child working with the mixed population
should have relatively little trouble, whereas the
other child may complain that he cannot see differ-
ences, (All the beans are the same.) Further, he
may say there is no variation. (This is the observa-
tion you hope he makes.) When there is a lack of
variety, no selection can take place.

Return to the tongue rolling characteristic and
ask what range in variety exists for that trait.

ASK THE STUDENTS
Are there intermediate abilities in tongue rolling?

Can people be born with a partial ability? Were
there any intermediate abilities found when the
survey was taken? If not, what can be 2redicted for
the populations of the future?

With respect to the lima beans, what kind of
variation could one expect to find in future popula-
tions if only intermediate-sized seeds were to be
planted?

Encourage the students to discuss ideas among
themselves. The concluding story in the back of the
book will hopefully provide them with more Sues
to the answer.

A further illustration of the significance of variety
is the selection practiced by pedigreed dog raisers.
Ask if anyone in the class has a poodle. If so. ask
what the size of the poodle is. Do poodles come in
only one size? The children probably know there
are standard sizes in the poodle family. The largest

a.e called "standard," the middle-sized ones are
cailed "miniatures," and the smallest are called
"toys." There are very definite height qualifications
for each variety. Toys are less than ten inches high,
miniatures ten to fifteen inches, and standards.
over fifteen inches. Ask the students how they
think the three varieties were developed? Permit
them to speculate about the answer.

"Mr,

...1121

The students should begin to realize that diversity
among species is a result of variation within a
species. Poodles do not qualify as a good example
because they are of the same species. However,
dogs, wolves, hyenas, bea.'s, and racoons all had a
common ancestor at some time in their historical
development. Maybe from within the present-day
population of dogs new species may evo:ve as
selection is practiced over a period of time. The
diversity seen among biological forms today is a
result of the operation of many factors, primarily
environmental ana genetic. Its roots are in varia-
tions which once existed within ancient populations.

In the back of the book is a story, "Johannson
and the Bean Seeds." You might read it to the
children as a concluding activity.

Discuss what Johannson's results might have
been. You may also wish to have the students read
related material in their texts. The bibliography con-
tains a number of books which would be appro-
priate to recommend for students interested in pur-
suing the topics of the unit.
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THE BACK OF THE BOOK

"Johannson and the Bean Seed"
It has been almost seventy years now since a

man named Mr Johannson planted his first bean
seed. it happened in the far off country of Denmark.

Mr Johannson was not a farm7r, nor did the plant
that grew from that first seed reach up through the
clouth near tne home of a wicked giant. as hap-
pened in .1,Ick and the Beanstalk. Oo, the bean
seed simply grew into a normal everyday bean
plant, which. in time, developed seeds of its own.
in fact, he planted many seeds, which grew into
many normal everyday bean plants, and they. too.
in time, dove aped eds of their own.

I

Mr. Johannson noted some interesting things
when he examined the new seeds from the plants
he had raised. The plants which had grown from
large seeds had produced larger seeds, and the
plants which had grown from small seeds had pro-
duced smaller seeds. Mr. Johannson suspected at
first that this might be just a coincidence, so he
began a careful expel invent. By weighing each .eed
which came from his new plants, he grouped them
into piles of small, medium, and large. Then he
planted these three groups of seeds and anxiously
awaited the results. In time, the plants grew, flow-
ered, and finally produced seeds. Mr. Johannson
eagerly picked the seeds and began weighing them.

18

At first he was overjoyed at the results. The seeds
from the large seed plants were larger than ever:
the ones from the small seed plants were smaller
than ever: and those from the middle-sized seeds
were middle-sized. His happiness soon began to
fade and doubt started to enter his mind: he was
again questioning his results. Did he pick the small
beans too soon? Did he not give enough water to
the small seeds? Could he have made these or
other mistakes?

The only way to prove his theory for sure was to
grow this latest crop of seeds, and to compare the
weights of the seeds which the new plants pro-
duced. Mr. Johannson began the whole process
anew. He weighed seeds and planted them accord-
ing to weightlarge in one place, small in another,
and middle-sized in a third. Again the long weeks of
waiting. He was very careful, this time, about the
amount of water and sunlight which the plants re-
ceived. He wanted everything to be the same for
each group. At last the day came when the beans
were ready to be picked. This time he was sure he
had waited long enough. The beans were placed on
the scale and weighed. Mr. Johannson recorded the
results . . but that was nearly 70 years ago and
thousands of miles away. His results were lost in
time and space.

What do you think he found?
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Can you roll your tongue?

Room Number

Class

yes

no

TONGUE ROLLING SURVEYINDIVIDUAL

TONGUE ROLLING SURVEYCLASS SUMMARY

Class

Room Number

Number of students

Number of students who can roll their tongues

Number of students who can't roll their tongues

Number absent
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL UNITS

Below is a list of tho twenty-tour titles in the Environmental Discovery
Series. Next to the titles, we have suggested the grades for which each is most
appropriate. We emphasize that these are suggested grade levels. The teacher
is encouraged to adapt the activities to a wide range of grade levels and
subiect areas depending upon the interests and abilities of the students.

Order Grade Order
No 1 itle I evel Price No Title

70007 Plants in the ( lassroorn 3-r 51,50 70123 Genetic Variation

700Ir Vacant Lot Studies 50 1.50 70132 Soil

70025 Different... in I iv in}! Things 4-8 1.00 70141 Tile Patterns and Graphs

70034 Shadow. 1-8 1.00 70150 Plant Puzzles

70043 Wind 3-t, 1.50 70100 Brine Shrimp and Their Habitat

70052 Snow and Ice 1-ts 1.50 70178 Nature's Part in Art

70001 Man's flabitat The City 4-0 1.50 70212 Contour Mapping

70070 rish and Water Temperature 4-0 1.50 70187 Change in a Small Icosystern

7.:080 Oaks. Acorns. Climate and Squirrels 1-r 1.50 7010e Ir.:insect Studies

70115 Nature Hunt Spec. Fd. K-1 1.00 70203 Stream Profiles

70008 Sampling Button Populations 3-0 1,00 70221 Color and Change

70114 The Rise and Fall of a Yeast Comm:inky 0-0 1.00 70230 Outdoor Fun for Student.

If you would like a tree brochure describing activities in the individual units, write:

The National Wildlife Federation
Edu rational Servicing
1412 16th Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20036

Written and developed by:

NWT
John Cary Stone
James D. Davis
Wendy Kay
Phil Nicholson
Tom L. Smith

MESF Karen Jostad
Edmund Bray Edward Landin
Barbara Clark Richard Myshak
Robert Collins Michael Naylon
Joann Current Robert O'Hara
John Heitkamp Noreen Teachout
David Jones Carl Vogt
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Grade
Level Price

4-0 51,50

2-0 1.50

1.00

1-r 1.50

1-5 1.50

3-r 1,50

4-0 1.50

5-0 1.50

3 -0 1.50

4-0 1.00

K-2 1.00

1-12 130
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